Correction to: *Scientific Data* 10.1038/sdata.2018.124, published online 26 June 2018

Following publication, it was discovered that two of the datasets deposited to Dryad to accompany this Data Descriptor were duplicates. The affected folders were named PETEc2014 and PETEd2013. As a result of this, there are a number of instances in the text where the total number of included images, the number of cameras that they were captured by, and the number of metadata files is stated incorrectly. These errors and the corresponding correct values are listed below:In the Abstract and Data Records section it is incorrectly stated that images were captured from 15 cameras. The correct number is 14.In the Abstract, Data Records section and Figure 4 legend it is incorrectly stated that 73,802 images were captured in total. The correct number of images is 63,070.In Table 4 and its accompanying footnote it is also incorrectly stated that 73,802 images were captured in total. The correct number of images is 63,070.Tables 4, 5 and 6 mention the duplicate PETEd2013 folder. This has now been removed from the Dryad dataset.In the Data Records section it is incorrectly stated that images are grouped into 23 separate folders, with 34 corresponding 'consensus click' folders and 34 metadata folders. Since the PETEd2013 image folder and associated citizen science files have been removed, the correct number of image folders is 22, and there are 32 corresponding 'consensus click' and metadata files.

Please note that the PETEc images used for the Technical Validation were randomly selected from the PETEc2013 dataset (not PETEc2014), and the PETEd2013 citizen science classifications were not incorporated into this analysis.

A new version of the dataset has been deposited to Dryad, from which the duplicate image folder (PETEd2013) and citizen science data files (PETEd2013a_concl, PETEd2013b_concl, PETEd2013a_metadata and PETEd2013b_metadata) have been removed. An accompanying version history and Erratum notice have been added to account for the change. The new version can be accessed via the existing citation in the accompanying Data Descriptor, or directly at 10.5061/dryad.vv36g.2.
